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As soon as we have a menu for Peach Garden from Birmingham, we will publish it here. In the meantime, feel
free to take a look at the meal plans in the surrounding area. Or help us by making available the menu here.

What User likes about Peach Garden:
Went here on Saturday lunch at 12pm had 3 roast rice and roast was still warm so that's good. Belly pork and

duck recommended the char siu was too slim for my taste so a bit dry. Don't bother with the dim sum har kau and
siu mai they are not done by chef but bought from frozen avoid. The roast is decent read more. In beautiful

weather you can even eat and drink in the outdoor area. What User doesn't like about Peach Garden:
I really hate the understood “foodie”. I really hate it. the understood has so many terrible connotations of the
aspirational class nigella watching bauernmarkt shopping tedium, which I do not want to participate. I am an

adult, they call me a gourmand if they want to label my eating obsession accurately if they just want to label me
exactly. foodies play mel and sue vs sandi and noel top trumps for fun. they live on... read more. The visitors love

it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Peach Garden from
Birmingham, with its creative Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of familiar meets the adventurous world of fusion

cuisine, Many visitors show particularly their enthusiasm for the versatile, fine Chinese cuisine. The dishes
are prepared authentically Asian.
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�tra�
GINGER

Desser�
PANCAKE

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Mai� Cours�
PORK BELLY

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Cereal�
STARTING

Specialt� Drink�
PEACH

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

TRAVEL

DUCK

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

ONION

BEEF

KING PRAWNS
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